Camaro cargurus

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. He contacted me right
away, was very pleasant on the message. I was out of town did not get a chance to follow up.
We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. With such low miles it was like it was a brand new
car. Previous owner maintained very well. A that had been driven less than miles average per
year. The Camaro SS drives great but is claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the LT2 six cyl.
The LT 2 and the ss are both very cheaply designed and appointed , thank God they made great
strides forward on the and up. Other than the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad they are
stopping production in Probably to be repla Read more. This car is a great value in terms of
value per dollar. I will admit there is one or two feature I would have like to had, but they were
not deal breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Erin was very professional and pleasant to deal
with. Unfortunately the car did not work for me but she took the time to try and find one that
would. When we could not fine a match she very politely wished me good luck in my search for
a new vehicle. I did not feel pressurd in any way to purchase from her. A very pleasant
experience. Sean Burns was extremely helpful. Showed me many vehicles that met the criteria I
was looking for. Seemed nice enough, but it was 30 min. But I couldn't come back the next day.
Thus I found one elsewhere. Their response to my interest in a vehicle was handled quickly and
very professional. They went above and beyond to describe the vehicle using videos and
pictures. Their honesty and sincerity certainly made the deal. I would certainly recommend this
dealer-they are friendly, honest and professional. The Chevrolet Camaro is a well-rounded
entry-level sports car for those who want the look and feel of Detroit muscle with a relatively
small commitment to price and performance. The Camaro is offered as a coupe and a
convertible with seating for four passengers. The Camaro was first introduced for the model
year, though it had a hiatus in production after and a reintroduction for The current generation,
which was redesigned in and refreshed in , is currently available with 4-, 6-, and 8-cylinder
engines. CarGurus gave the Camaro an 8. Pros: The Camaro starts out affordable and can be
equipped with a choice of impressive powertrains, which makes it a good choice for buyers with
a range of budgets. For , it received updated styling and technology. The current powertrain
lineup consists of a horsepower turbocharged 4-cylinder, a horsepower V6, a horsepower V8,
and a horsepower supercharged V8. Rear-wheel drive RWD is compulsory. A 6-speed manual
transmission comes standard, and 8- and speed automatics are available, depending on engine
choice. Fuel-economy ratings for the volume V6 and V8 models were on par with the previous
generation. From on, the Camaro was offered with a 3. With the automatic transmission, the V6
Camaro came in at 21 mpg combined, and the V8 delivered 19 combined. According to the
NHTSA, this generation was prone to quality issues with exterior lighting and faulty body welds.
The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable sports car, but there are others. The
Ford Mustang is a good example along with the Dodge Challenger , particularly among buyers
who favor American brands or vehicles with a strong Detroit heritage. From its debut as a model
year vehicle until it left the market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's
pony car scene. Without it, the Ford Mustang went relatively unchallenged, as the Dodge didn't
revive the Charger sedan until , and the Challenger coupe until So, when the Camaro finally
returned for the model year, it was sure to make an impact. The fifth-generation car, which
spanned until , did away with the sleek, streamlined design Chevrolet had adopted in the s.
Instead, the new Camaro showcased a retro-inspired look reminiscent of the first- and
second-generation cars. Under the hood, shoppers had a choice of either a V6 or a V8. The 3.
For drivers who need the low rumble of an American V8, the naturally aspirated 6. Interestingly,
those numbers dropped down to and , respectively, when the Camaro was fitted with a 6-speed
automatic transmission, rather than the 6-speed manual. Shoppers who want even more from
their Camaro can look into the ZL1 trims which, starting in , employed a supercharged 6. When
compared with Mustangs and Challengers of the time, the fifth-generation Camaro stood out as
a more capable performer along twisty roads. While the other pony cars retained much of their
"great-in-a-straight-line" driving style, Chevy had taken pains to tune the Camaros suspension
against more athletic competitive benchmarks. Inside, the Camaro also left the austerity of the
earlier-generation models behind. A touchscreen infotainment system arrived, and the car's
interior technology adopted a clear visual language. Square gauges in the driver's information

binnacle, a quad of analog gauges at the base of the center stack, and chunky round dials with
d-pad-style controls all added to the Camaro's retro flavor. Chevrolet would evolve this design
over the years, culminating in today's sixth-generation car. All Years to All Years. Postal Code.
Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Chevrolet Camaro. Email me price drops and
new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer.
Shoppers Also Consider The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable sports car,
but there are others. Read more. The Chevrolet Camaro is over 3, pounds of pure American
muscle. South Fort Chevrolet. Wolfe Cadillac. Chevrolet Camaro Reviews Review. With such low
miles it was like it was a brand new car. Previous owner maintained very well. A that had been
driven less than miles average per year. The Camaro SS drives great but is claustrophobic. The
LS is strong and the LT2 six cyl. The LT 2 and the ss are both very cheaply designed and
appointed , thank God they made great strides forward on the and up. Other than the cheapo
interior the car is fine. To bad they are stopping production in Probably to be repla This car is a
great value in terms of value per dollar. I will admit there is one or two feature I would have like
to had, but they were not deal breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner. What CarGurus'
Experts are Saying About the Chevrolet Camaro â€” Fifth generation: From its debut as a model
year vehicle until it left the market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's
pony car scene. Chevrolet dealers in Edmonton AB. Chevrolet dealers in Sherwood Park AB.
Chevrolet dealers in Sturgeon County AB. Chevrolet dealers in Red Deer AB. Chevrolet dealers
in Calgary AB. Chevrolet dealers in Grande Prairie AB. Chevrolet dealers in Lethbridge AB.
Chevrolet dealers in Medicine Hat AB. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Ahmed is who we dealt with. Though we didn't end up purchasing, he definitely
helped us out trying! We had courteous and easy negotiating experience with our sales
representative at Northstar Ford. We would recommend this dealership for their professionalism
and efficiency. Contacted me fairly quickly, even though the vehicle I was interested in had sold.
Mentioned other similar vehicles they had in stock. Bought the car! My interaction with the
dealer was very easy and cordial. She was especially cooperative. When I arrived, she had the
car ready for my test drive. We came to terms immediately. Wonderful experience! Ben was a
solid rep who knew his stuff. Didn't wind up doing a deal but it was a decision I made for
reasons he couldn't help. Contacted me a few times for follow up but price has not dropped for
months. Great service by Leo. We went to the dealership, the car was ready for test drive. They
answered all our questions and were accommodating. We recommend them. He did get back to
me and is keeping in touch. They were fantastic out of the gate - very helpful. However, once we
determined the original vehicle we were interested in was not suitable, we asked for details on
two others on their lot. That was 5 days ago - crickets ever since. After the initial response the
salesman failed to follow up after I provided pictures of my potential trade in. If they didn't want
it they should have just said so. Very efficient service. Communication was pleasant,
knowledgeable and caring. Would recommend this dealership. I doubt if they had this vehicle
ever. Any good car they advertise and I enquired they said it's sold in CASH and they don't have
any records of selling because of cash sales. Great place great people Shirley was amazing
bought the buick! Highly recommend John Bear dealership. Different prices posted on different
sites. Smoking all around. Made me fill up the tank to test drive. Said price was negotiable and
then didnt budge. Lost a sale. Does not give you the right info on the car your looking at I
appreciate that the dealer has contacted me by email as requested and that they continue to
send listings for my consideration. At this stage of my search I appreciate not being inundated
with phone calls. The Chevrolet Camaro is a well-rounded entry-level sports car for those who
want the look and feel of Detroit muscle with a relatively small commitment to price and
performance. The Camaro is offered as a coupe and a convertible with seating for four
passengers. The Camaro was first introduced for the model year, though it had a hiatus in
production after and a reintroduction for The current generation, which was redesigned in and
refreshed in , is currently available with 4-, 6-, and 8-cylinder engines. CarGurus gave the
Camaro an 8. Pros: The Camaro starts out affordable and can be equipped with a choice of
impressive powertrains, which makes it a good choice for buyers with a range of budgets. For ,
it received updated styling and technology. The current powertrain lineup consists of a
horsepower turbocharged 4-cylinder, a horsepower V6, a horsepower V8, and a horsepower
supercharged V8. Rear-wheel drive RWD is compulsory. A 6-speed manual transmission comes
standard, and 8- and speed automatics are available, depending on engine choice.
Fuel-economy ratings for the volume V6 and V8 models were on par with the previous
generation. From on, the Camaro was offered with a 3. With the automatic transmission, the V6
Camaro came in at 21 mpg combined, and the V8 delivered 19 combined. According to the
NHTSA, this generation was prone to quality issues with exterior lighting and faulty body welds.
The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable sports car, but there are others. The

Ford Mustang is a good example along with the Dodge Challenger , particularly among buyers
who favor American brands or vehicles with a strong Detroit heritage. From its debut as a model
year vehicle until it left the market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's
pony car scene. Without it, the Ford Mustang went relatively unchallenged, as the Dodge didn't
revive the Charger sedan until , and the Challenger coupe until So, when the Camaro finally
returned for the model year, it was sure to make an impact. The fifth-generation car, which
spanned until , did away with the sleek, streamlined design Chevrolet had adopted in the s.
Instead, the new Camaro showcased a retro-inspired look reminiscent of the first- and
second-generation cars. Under the hood, shoppers had a choice of either a V6 or a V8. The 3.
For drivers who need the low rumble of an American V8, the naturally aspirated 6. Interestingly,
those numbers dropped down to and , respectively, when the Camaro was fitted with a 6-speed
automatic transmission, rather than the 6-speed manual. Shoppers who want even more from
their Camaro can look into the ZL1 trims which, starting in , employed a supercharged 6. When
compared with Mustangs and Challengers of the time, the fifth-generation Camaro stood out as
a more capable performer along twisty roads. While the other pony cars retained much of their
"great-in-a-straight-line" driving style, Chevy had taken pains to tune the Camaros suspension
against more athletic competitive benchmarks. Inside, the Camaro also left the austerity of the
earlier-generation models behind. A touchscreen infotainment system arrived, and the car's
interior technology adopted a clear visual language. Square gauges in the driver's information
binnacle, a quad of analog gauges at the base of the center stack, and chunky round dials with
d-pad-style controls all added to the Camaro's retro flavor. Chevrolet would evolve this design
over the years, culminating in today's sixth-generation car. Used Chevrolet Camaro for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Camaro listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Image Not Available. Shoppers Also Consider The
Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable sports car, but there are others. Read
more. The Chevrolet Camaro is over 3, pounds of pure American muscle. Chevrolet Camaro
Reviews Review. With such low miles it was like it was a brand new car. Previous owner
maintained very well. A that had been driven less than miles average per year. The Camaro SS
drives great but is claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the LT2 six cyl. The LT 2 and the ss are
both very cheaply designed and appointed , thank God they made great strides forward on the
and up. Other than the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad they are stopping production in
Probably to be repla This car is a great value in terms of value per dollar. I will admit there is
one or two feature I would have like to had, but they were not deal breakers. Enthusiastically
happy LT1 owner. What CarGurus' Experts are Saying About the Chevrolet Camaro â€” Fifth
generation: From its debut as a model year vehicle until it left the market in , the Chevrolet
Camaro had been a staple of America's pony car scene. Chevrolet dealers in Calgary AB.
Chevrolet dealers in Edmonton AB. Chevrolet dealers in Halifax NS. Chevrolet dealers in
Montreal QC. Chevrolet dealers in Ottawa ON. Chevrolet dealers in Quebec QC. Chevrolet
dealers in Toronto ON. Chevrolet dealers in Vancouver BC. Chevrolet dealers in Winnipeg MB.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Lady was confusing in
talking with me. Went in ready to buy it for my rental fleet. Dealer wouldn't let me test drive only
after a credit check. Also laziest dealer Ive ever seen. Bought a better one for 5k cheaper with
the color I want in another dealer. I guess patience is a virtue right. Kyle and his team are
superb. Great service. Outstanding The only place to buy A great Corvette or Camaro - they ship
nationwide and provide the best extended warranties available. Very pushy to get you to buy
Got my truck appraised by them but never got a price since I was not ready to buy that day Will
stick with the smaller dealer. They said they had car in stock and recent arrival but instead it
was a bait and switch. They said all there Corvettes are presold as is the one advertised as
available. Worked with Paul Deyoung. Very helpful stays in touch. Have not bought car. It's my
fault not theirs. Best experience ever on purchasing a vehicle , not pushy very informative and
have a great prices. Highly recommended. Alberto, TX. Don't do business with these clowns
unless you want to be scammed!! I called about a car advertised on their website. Upon calling
they told me the price was a misprint and they would legally honor the price. The saleswoman
said she was writing up the sale. I wanted to buy it, but then I was told someone else wanted the
car for full price and it was already sold. Bait and switch. Don't recommend!! What a great
experience. Best car buying experience in my 54 years!!! Will def buy my next car here!!! The
dealership had the incorrect price posted, so that rubbed me the wrong way, but Leigh Ann and
Brandon were incredibly helpful getting me pictures and information of numerous vehicles
since I could not go in person. Purchased a Silverado from them. They responded quickly. They
were very professional. It was a wonderful experience. The car was available. I test drove the car

and my husband test drove the next day. They got the car cleaned up and delivered the car to
us so we didn't have to wait. Austin was very friendly and professional. I would recommend this
dealer. I was glad I had to work with Gateway Chevrolet. They validated my choice of wanting a
2. I would highly recommend them. Sold the car in the morning but lied to me to come to their
dealer and talked me into another car. Not helpful. When I called they said no delivery and I
would have to find a delivery company myself. This is a scam and don't even bother with them.
Pretty cars cheap and scam the whole time dirty dawgs. Daniel was great he was very respectful
of the time I have available and he gave me all the information I needed. Not good, drove an
hour and a half to look at a car that was listed. When we arrived it was the wrong vehicle. Dealer
made me and my wife feel like it was are fault they did not have the correct car. Purchased our
new car 4 hours later at a different dealer and what a difference. The place where we bought our
car actually treated us like the client and not like we were troubling the salesman at Antelope
Valley Chevrolet. They lost my business and would never go back. Antelope had some great
looking trucks let me tell you all. They also provided kind communication! Great dealer. Hassle
free and Aga our salesperson was awesome along with Jason the finance manager. Hooked us
up with prices that are the lowest anywhere. The truck was being sold as I arrived to look at it,
this is not the dealers fault as I did not call to make an appointment to look at it. I was just out
driving and looking. They did not pressure me into looking at another truck. When I do buy a
new truck, I will be coming here. The dealership was very professional and courteous and
upfront with the deal. The truck I bought was has advertised with no surprises. Extremely happy
with my purchase and my salesman Mr. From its debut as a model year vehicle until it left the
market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's pony car scene. Without it, the
Ford Mustang went relatively unchallenged, as the Dodge didn't revive the Charger sedan until ,
and the Challenger coupe until So, when the Camaro finally returned for the model year, it was
sure to make an impact. The fifth-generation car, which spanned until , did away with the sleek,
streamlined design Chevrolet had adopted in the s. Instead, the new Camaro showcased a
retro-inspired look reminiscent of the first- and second-generation cars. Under the hood,
shoppers had a choice of either a V6 or a V8. The 3. For drivers who need the low rumble of an
American V8, the naturally aspirated 6. Interestingly, those numbers dropped down to and ,
respectively, when the Camaro was fitted with a 6-speed automatic transmission, rather than the
6-speed manual. Shoppers who want even more from their Camaro can look into the ZL1 trims
which, starting in , employed a supercharged 6. When compared with Mustangs and
Challengers of the time, the fifth-generation Camaro stood out as a more capable performer
along twisty roads. While the other pony cars retained much of their "great-in-a-straight-line"
driving style, Chevy had taken pains to tune the Camaros suspension against more athletic
competitive benchmarks. Inside, the Camaro also left the austerity of the earlier-generation
models behind. A touchscreen infotainment system arrived, and the car's interior technology
adopted a clear visual language. Square gauges in the driver's information binnacle, a quad of
analog gauges at the base of the center stack, and chunky round dials with d-pad-style controls
all added to the Camaro's retro flavor. Chevrolet would evolve this design over the years,
culminating in today's sixth-generation car. New Chevrolet Camaro for Sale Nationwide. All
Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet
Camaro listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Lowest price first. New Chevrolet Camaro. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer. Request Information. Image Not Available. What CarGurus' Experts are Saying About the
Chevrolet Camaro â€” Fifth generation: From its debut as a model year vehicle until it left the
market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's pony car scene. Chevrolet
dealers in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet
dealers in Houston TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL.
Chevrolet dealers in New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in
Washington DC. Chevrolet Camaro For Sale. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Waste of my time and gas. The price on the vehicle was correct but there is
a bank loan to pay off. I drove down the road and purchased a vehicle at another dealer for what
they listed online. Everyone inside was very helpful, communicative, kind and caring. I felt
comfortable and no pressure at all was put on me to purchase my vehicle. I came here to buy a
Ford F and the staff was super helpful, the process was simple and quick. I love the people
here. This was the best car buying experience I have ever had. Then they text and gave address
and said they had it. He was on top of things. He is very knowledgeable and I prolly will go back
to him for my next car no doubt!! Very much the used car salesmen. That they put an
embarrassment of a car out for the price they did does not speak well of them. Pictures did not
reveal the nature of how torn up it was inside so it was a waste of time going there. When asked
they said they were going to work on it. Maybe that would have been the first job to get

something presentable? Maintenance records would have given the dealer the answer I was
looking for. Basically had the car been maintained regularly. I did receive information from this
dealer but had decided to pursue a different vehicle closer to home. I give a 5 star because they
responded back about my questions and concerns answered in a timely matter. Visited this
dealership because the price of the vehicle was very attractive. I wanted to purchase the vehicle
in cash for the advertised price and was told they couldn't sell it to me at that price because I'm
buying in cash. The price listed is only if I wanted to finance the vehicle. Very dissatisfied. Mike
and Ashely were both very helpful. They were great. Enjoyed spending time buying a car there.
Salesman was very helpful and even the credit manager was helpful. David was great! Clean
Vehicle with no surprises, these guys are always straight forward and honest! Always great
bussiness with Lopp!! Thank you guys! The car was sold, sales person did his best to find an
alternative at my budget and he still is, very diligent and committed to find a car. I praise him for
his resilience. I had a wonderful experience at Greenacres Nissan no pressure and very
professional. Communication with internet sales manager was great. He responded to all my
inquiry within a very timely manner! He also kept me updated on the status of the vehicle. I was
not able to purchase the vehicle but the invitation to browse their other cars was offered and
because of their attention to me for the previous car I continued to shop their lot even though
nothing was in my price point. I will continue to shop their dealership in the future. Good
experience overall!! Transparent pricing, honest salesman who listens to your needs and
someone who will work with you to ensure they help you find the perfect car at a price you can
afford puts them in a class of their own. We wish we started our car buying experience with
them. Simply the best dealer we dealt with in our month long hunt for a car. I would highly
recommend you pay them a visit first. The Chevrolet Camaro offers two great engines, a stable
platform and retro styling that harkens to the Camaro of old. Cheap interior materials hastily
assembled seriously detract from the overall experience of the Camaro. Chevrolet has had its
work cut out for it keeping the Camaro competitive, and for the most part it's kept up with the
crowd. With two stellar engines, a winning platform and suspension and a new convertible, the
Camaro is a solid contender for your ponycar preference. The guys at Chevrolet are nothing
more than a bunch of dirty, dirty liars. Its tactic revolved around claiming the original estimates
for the V6 were too conservative, and the now-SAE certified figure of horses is accurate.
Synergy Green, a color previously available on only the Synergy special edition, is now
available across the lineup, and the heads-up display introduced in the Corvette will now be
made available. LS and LT trim levels get the fallaciously uprated V6, an impressive engine
regardless of deception. Its hp come in at 6, rpm - rpm later than in â€” while its lb-ft of torque
arrive rpm quicker than in , here at 5, rpm. The manual has been criticized for being less than
precise, and the automatic for being slow to downshift. The automatic, which performs with
increased competence here, also offers six cogs and pairs with the V8 for hp and lb-ft of torque.
While the V6 is a potent powerhouse, the V8 provides scary power, able to slide you rearward in
your seat in five of its six gears. And all that power is needed, as the Camaro has grown over
the years. This extra girth has made the Camaro less nimble than it once was, especially in
comparison to rivals like the Z. Body lean is controlled well, but better is bump absorption,
which is handled extremely well in the non-SS trims. The SS, with its inch alloys and sport
suspension, is unable to damp bumps as well as the lower trims, but still manages to avoid
shaking the glasses from your face over rough roads. Unless you need the ultimate in
performance, the standard suspension is a better alternative for daily driving. Brakes start good
and only get better, with the SS trim getting 4-piston Brembos chomping down on vented discs
for a ft braking distance from 60 mph. The Camaro interior mimics the first-generation Camaro
with its retro-styled gauges and controls, and unfortunately seems to have carried over the
finish of that era as well. Cheap materials dominate the cabin, with hard plastics and cheap
cloth as the base layout. Again, turn to the options list to fix this, with leather and trim packages
available that do make a difference, like the Interior Accent Trim Package for unique interior trim
and stitching. The biggest change comes in the leather bucket seats in the LT2 and 2SS trims.
The Camaro provides plenty of help with staying out of accidents. Standard traction and
stability control meet with four-wheel antilock discs and six airbags across the trim lineup.
Daytime running lights are included as well. Convertibles in the LT1 trim, as well as all LT2 trims
and the 2SS trim get a rear-obstacle detection system, and the SS trims get the aforementioned
4-piston Brembos and vented discs. SS trims also enjoy a limited-slip differential, although that
may be considered a safety liability rather than a feature. However, results from NHTSA testing
can be used for comparison, despite the adoption of new standards for In , the Camaro received
a 4-star rating from the NHTSA in frontal collisions, and 5 stars in all other tests, including
rollover. That said, the manual with the short-throw fix seems to please. However, shoddy
interior materials and finish are simply unacceptable. We'll help you find great deals among the

millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Camaro listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Daniel. Mason, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Dealer was okay. Communication was off a little and I was not convinced
enough to get the car, manager came off a lil rude at one point so I was kinda dissatisfied. I was
contacted on the telephone right away. The car I went to look at was sold when I arrived at the
dealership but they found me another Kia soul and made me a fantastic deal on it. Amazing
response time and very customer service oriented they treated me like I was a regular customer
not someone a state away. Communication with everyone at Friendly Chevrolet was great. They
answered all my questions about long distance car purchasing. I'm waiting to make a car
purchase to see if the new Bolt EUV is a better fit. I flew miles to get the car I was looking for.
They had a great price and excellent service. They addressed all the concerns I had on the used
car I was buying and even handled all the out of state tax title and license. This place is
excellent. Yes they were very nice and helpful we did not buy the car from them but then they
followed up two different times about what we were looking for. I am still waiting for this
Dealership to get back to me??? When you are ready to purchase a vehicle it MUST be
available!!! Otherwise you will look somewhere else!!! The sales contact, Mike, was great! He
was very easy to work with and very helpful. Salesman was excellent and very forthcoming.
Ashley Reyes was great ask for her if you are new or if you are looking for full transparency.
Make sure you make a list of everything so that you will be prepared. Don't be afraid to ask
questions. Ask for Ashley. A few hours before the appointment, Mr. He never contacted me
again. I am satisfied with the service provided by salespeople Elvin and Roberto, who are being
great, getting the last details right for the purchase of this car. I received excellent service. The
vehicle was priced well, and I am very happy with it. We will come back for another car. This
was my second purchase from them. Our family loves our QX80! Josh was very friendly and
accommodating with all of our questions and concerns. The receptionist and manager are also
great and made sure we were taken care of! I will be back when my other daughter gets her
license. Thank you!! Dealership reached out quickly and was very friendly. Did not make a visit
to dealership quite yet since we haven't quite come to an agreement on terms. Dont thin the
price is what you will go in and get. I made a deal with them all online and when I went there the
new truck that you showed with only a few miles had well over miles on it. The dealership
contacted me within minutes. I worked with the sales staff and finance department to get the
deal I wanted. I purchased my Tundra within 24 hrs and can meted my transaction effortlessly. I
highly recommend not only the app and Bob Tomes Ford! Had a great talk Jacob was really
helpful.. The Chevrolet Camaro is a well-rounded entry-level sports car for those who want the
look and feel of Detroit muscle with a relatively small commitment to price and performance.
The Camaro is offered as a coupe and a convertible with seating for four passengers. The
Camaro was first introduced for the model year, though it had a hiatus in production after and a
reintroduction for The current generation, which was redesigned in and refreshed in , is
currently available with 4-, 6-, and 8-cylinder engines. CarGurus gave the Camaro an 8. Pros:
The Camaro starts out affordable and can be equipped with a choice of impressive powertrains,
which makes it a good choice for buyers with a range of budgets. For , it received updated
styling and technology. The current powertrain lineup consists of a horsepower turbocharged
4-cylinder, a horsepower V6, a horsepower V8, and a horsepower supercharged V8. Rear-wheel
drive RWD is compulsory. A 6-speed manual transmission comes standard, and 8- and speed
automatics are available, depending on engine choice. Fuel-economy ratings for the volume V6
and V8 models were on par with the previous generation. From on, the Camaro was offered with
a 3. With the automatic transmission, the V6 Camaro came in at 21 mpg combined, and the V8
delivered 19 combined. According to the NHTSA, this generation was prone to quality issues
with exterior lighting and faulty body welds. The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an
affordable sports car, but there are others. The Ford Mustang is a good example along with the
Dodge Challenger , particularly among buyers who favor American brands or vehicles with a
strong Detroit heritage. From its debut as a model year vehicle until it left the market in , the
Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's pony car scene. Without it, the Ford Mustang

went relatively unchallenged, as the Dodge didn't revive the Charger sedan until , and the
Challenger coupe until So, when the Camaro finally returned for the model year, it was sure to
make an impact. The fifth-generation car, which spanned until , did away with the sleek,
streamlined design Chevrolet had adopted in the s. Instead, the new Camaro showcased a
retro-inspired look reminiscent of the first- and second-generation cars. Under the hood,
shoppers had a choice of either a V6 or a V8. The 3. For drivers who need the low rumble of an
American V8, the naturally aspirated 6. Interestingly, those numbers dropped down to and ,
respectively, when the Camaro was fitted with a 6-speed automatic transmission, rather than the
6-speed manual. Shoppers who want even more from their Camaro can look into the ZL1 trims
which, starting in , employed a supercharged 6. When compared with Mustangs and
Challengers of the time, the fifth-generation Camaro stood out as a more capable performer
along twisty roads. While the other pony cars retained much of their "great-in-a-straight-line"
driving style, Chevy had taken pains to tune the Camaros suspension against more athletic
competitive benchmarks. Inside, the Camaro also left the austerity of the earlier-generation
models behind. A touchscreen infotainment system arrived, and the car's interior technology
adopted a clear visual language. Square gauges in the driver's information binnacle, a quad of
analog gauges at the base of the center stack, and chunky round dials with d-pad-style controls
all added to the Camaro's retro flavor. Chevrolet would evolve this design over the years,
culminating in today's sixth-generation car. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Chevrolet Camaro. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer.
Shoppers Also Consider The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable sports car,
but there are others. Read more. The Chevrolet Camaro is over 3, pounds of pure American
muscle. Britain Chevrolet Cadillac. Huffines Chevrolet Plano. Chevrolet Camaro Reviews
Review. With such low miles it was like it was a brand new car. Previous owner maintained very
well. A that had been driven less than miles average per year. The Camaro SS drives great but is
claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the LT2 six cyl. The LT 2 and the ss are both very cheaply
designed and appointed , thank God they made great strides forward on the and up. Other than
the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad they are stopping production in Probably to be repla
This car is a great value in terms of value per dollar. I will admit there is one or two feature I
would have like to had, but they were not deal breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner.
What CarGurus' Experts are Saying About the Chevrolet Camaro â€” Fifth generation: From its
debut as a model year vehicle until it left the market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple
of America's pony car scene. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in McKinney TX.
Chevrolet dealers in Fort Worth TX. Chevrolet dealers in Denton TX. Chevrolet dealers in
Greenville TX. Chevrolet dealers in Corsicana TX. Chevrolet dealers in Weatherford TX.
Chevrolet dealers in Waco TX. Chevrolet dealers in Tyler TX. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. When to this dealer to get the truck I want to drive
the truck but this people want to run the credit first before drive the truck back customers
experience I got for this people The car need to drive it first if I like it then run my credit this
people is scammers. I'm giving them five star because they were professional when I spoke with
them. What a great experience! Alex worked out a great deal for us. Our family is so grateful. We
drove seven hours to see the car, and we were not disappointed. Thank you Alex and wish you
great success! Car sold before I had a chance to see the car but they were Very helpful and tried
their hardest to get me in to see the car and work out a deal. Timely response to my initial
inquiry. However, my second inquiry has not produced a response. I reached out to this
dealership some time ago. Sales Representative, David kept me updated on a Mini that caught
my interest. The purchasing process was quick, and safe with Covid precautions. I love my new
car super clean and perfect for my needs. Thanks you all. The dealer advertised a faulty car and
it took them almost 5 days to refund my deposit. Overall a good experience. Their finance
department would not accept a check from my credit union which I believe is because they
wanted me to finance through them. But my salesman was good and everything else went off
without a hitch. Dealer called, asked questions about my trade - which I answered including VIN
and options. They then declined to give me an estimated trade in value for my vehicle why ask
the questions then? And more importantly they reported the listed truck is not for sale nor
availbe to be seen. That's the definition of a fake listing. To be clear - they didn't say it was sold
or was under deposit. They said it's not actually for sale, not on the lot. Worked with Daniel, the
salesman, he was very pleasant and personable. Everyone in the building was very nice, asking
if they could get us anything. We were there for a bit, negotiating, but everyone was very helpful
and pleasant. Ended up buying the car from them. They also put in emission test and new
battery if needed as the battery was dead when we arrived. They were super friendly and very
easy to work with. Quick sale. Best experience we have in the 4 days of car shopping in

Phoenix. These guys rock! We bought the van, it broke down a few miles later. They had a
flatbed there in 20 minutes. Took it back to their shop, called me the next morning and repaired
it at no cost! I definitely recommend them! Zero stars if I could. This dealer will list a vehicle for
one price on CarGurus and change the price with what they call reconditioning charges. I can
validate what others have said. This is not negotiable. I consider this practice as deceptive. I
was very disappointed with my inquiry. Responded quickly and well. Able to work with me and
knowledge of vehicle was pretty good. Not the best deal for me. Great experience! They
followed up my initial contact. Contacted me again, and sold me a car. I especially liked their
lower prices due to the Anti-Theft protection. Very personable. Very helpful staff at Howdy
Honda! Quick response to an excellent service! They have what's called upfront pricing and I
wasn't aware of that until later on. The Chevrolet Camaro is a well-rounded entry-level sports
car for those who want the look and feel of Detroit muscle with a relatively small commitment to
price and performance. The Camaro is offered as a coupe and a convertible with seating for four
passengers. The Camaro was first introduced for the model year, though it had a hiatus in
production after and a reintroduction for The current generation, which was redesigned in and
refreshed in , is currently available with 4-, 6-, and 8-cylinder engines. CarGurus gave the
Camaro an 8. Pros: The Camaro starts out affordable and can be equipped with a choice of
impressive powertrains, which makes it a good choice for buyers with a range of budgets. For ,
it received updated styling and technology. The current powertrain lineup consists of a
horsepower turbocharged 4-cylinder, a horsepower V6, a horsepower V8, and a horsepower
supercharged V8. Rear-wheel drive RWD is compulsory. A 6-speed manual transmission comes
standard, and 8- and speed automatics are available, depending on engine choice.
Fuel-economy ratings for the volume V6 and V8 models were on par with the previous
generation. From on, the Camaro was offered with a 3. With the automatic transmission, the V6
Camaro came in at 21 mpg combined, and the V8 delivered 19 combined. According to the
NHTSA, this generation was prone to quality issues with exterior lighting and faulty body welds.
The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable sports car, but there are others. The
Ford Mustang is a good example along with the Dodge Challenger , particularly among buyers
who favor American brands or vehicles with a strong Detroit heritage. From its debut as a model
year vehicle until it left the market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's
pony car scene. Without it, the Ford Mustang went relatively unchallenged, as the Dodge didn't
revive the Charger sedan until , and the Challenger coupe until So, when the Camaro finally
returned for the model year, it was sure to make an impact. The fifth-generation car, which
spanned until , did away with the sleek, streamlined design Chevrolet had adopted in the s.
Instead, the new Camaro showcased a retro-inspired look reminiscent of the first- and
second-generation cars. Under the hood, shoppers had a choice of either a V6 or a V8. The 3.
For drivers who need the low rumble of an American V8, the naturally aspirated 6. Interestingly,
those numbers dropped down to and , respectively, when the Camaro was fitted with a 6-speed
automatic transmission, rather than the 6-speed manual. Shoppers who want even more from
their Camaro can look into the ZL1 trims which, starting in , employed a supercharged 6. When
compared with Mustangs and Challengers of the time, the fifth-generation Camaro stood out as
a more capable performer along twisty roads. While the other pony cars retained much of their
"great-in-a-straight-line" driving style, Chevy had taken pains to tune the Camaros suspension
against more athletic competitive benchmarks. Inside, the Camaro also left the austerity of the
earlier-generation models behind. A touchscreen infotainment system arrived, and the car's
interior technology adopted a clear visual language. Square gauges in the driver's information
binnacle, a quad of analog gauges at the base of the center stack, and chunky round dials with
d-pad-style controls all added to the Camaro's retro flavor. Chevrolet would evolve this design
over the years, culminating in today's sixth-generation car. Used Chevrolet Camaro for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Camaro listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Salman. Tuscaloosa, AL
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private
Seller: Av. Shoppers Also Consider The Chevrolet Camaro is a good choice for an affordable
sports car, but there are others. Read more. The Chevrolet Camaro is over 3, pounds of pure
American muscle. Chevrolet Camaro Reviews Review. With such low miles it was like it was a
brand new car. Previous owner maintained very well. A that had been driven less than miles
average per year. The Camaro SS drives great but is claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the
LT2 six cyl. The LT 2 and the ss are both very cheaply designed and appointed , thank God they
made great strides forward on the and up. Other than the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad
they are stopping production in Probably to be repla This car is a great value in terms of value
per dollar. I will admit there is one or two feature I would have like to had, but they were not deal

breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner. What CarGurus' Experts are Saying About the
Chevrolet Camaro â€” Fifth generation: From its debut as a model year vehicle until it left the
market in , the Chevrolet Camaro had been a staple of America's pony car scene. Chevrolet
dealers in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet
dealers in Houston TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL.
Chevrolet dealers in New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in
Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. When to
this dealer to get the truck I want to drive the truck but this people want to run the credit first
before drive the truck back customers experience I got for this people The car need to drive it
first if I like it then run my credit this people is scammers. I'm giving them five star because they
were professional when I spoke with them. What a great experience! Alex worked out a great
deal for us. Our family is so grateful. We drove seven hours to see the car, and we were not
disappointed. Thank you Alex and wish you great success! Car sold before I had a chance to
see the car but they were Very helpful and tried their hardest to get me in to see the car and
work out a deal. Overall a good experience. Their finance department would not accept a check
from my credit union which I believe is because they wanted me to finance through them. But
my salesman was good and everything else went off without a hitch. Dealer called, asked
questions about my trade - which I answered including VIN and options. They then declined to
give me an estimated trade in value for my vehicle why ask the questions then? And more
importantly they reported the listed truck is not for sale nor availbe to be seen. That's the
definition of a fake listing. To be clear - they didn't say it was sold or was under deposit. They
said it's not actually for sale, not on the lot. Worked with Daniel, the salesman, he was very
pleasant and personable. Everyone in the building was very nice, asking if they could get us
anything. We were there for a bit, negotiating, but everyone was very helpful and pleasant. Zero
stars if I could. This dealer will list a vehicle for one price on CarGurus and change the price
with what they call reconditioning charges. I can validate what others have said. This is not
negotiable. I consider this practice as deceptive. I was very disappointed with my inquiry.
Responded quickly and well. Able to work with me and knowledge of vehicle was pretty good.
Not the best deal for me. Great experience! They followed up my initial contact. Contacted me
again, and sold me a car. I especially liked their lower prices due to the Anti-Theft protection.
Very personable. Very helpful staff at Howdy Honda! I purchased this beautiful Cadillac from
Champion and the experience was easy, hassle free, and pleasurable. They started with a great
price, found me good financing then better financing. When the car was picked up they noticed
a small issue and repaired it right there. The warranty, payments and detailing of the vehicle
were impeccable. I do not write reviews often, but seriously felt compelled to say this was the
best experience I have EVER had buying a car. Komal Snait is an excellent car salesman and
financial advisor, very experienced, knowledgeable, and easy to communicate with. He went
into depth with all the details on financing and loan options. He did not hide any details about
the purchase. Also, I came back to Champion Used Auto Sales to finalize the deal and he
offered financial advice on paying off the loan early. Would highly recommend the dealer and
Komal to anyone in the market for a used car. After sitting for 2 hrs going over the price we
made a substantial offer the price went from to back and forth finely the manager came and said
the price is Internet driven offers off, we walked. One thing the sailsman was great he tried hard.
I will never go back. Tom has been great providing me with all the answers to the questions I
have had and staying engaged without being pushy or forceful with his sales technique. Who
pays to buy a car their fees are ridiculous. Pushy, kind of accusatory in their emails. The very
first email I received started with, "I have made several attempts to contact you". I only gave an
email address for contact. I was quite annoyed by that. I had a bad experience with this dealer.
Wasn't willing to negotiate the price. On top of that was trying to get me to lock in on a price
that I didnt want.. Sold this vehicle before we could see it. But we found another better deal with
them. In love with this jeep, everything i had been looking for. They worked the sale out when i
thought i was going to have to leave without "my" baby Top notch crew of guys there, really
enjoyed doing business with them. This is a stand up dealership! After an eight-year hiatus, the
Chevrolet Camaro hit the market again in Facing stiff competition, it was given a complete
redesign on an all-new structure for Now, for , the model sees a major facelift. Chevrolet
continues to offer the Camaro in coupe and convertible styles. Three of the four models see
model-specific front and rear ends with new bumpers, grilles, hoods, headlights, and taillights.
The Camaro delivers power solely to its rear wheels and comes with one of four packages,
depending on the trim. The base setup, standard on LS and LT, is a turbocharged 2. This
arrangement is the fuel economy champion of the lineup, delivering as many as 22 mpg city, 31
highway, and 27 combined. The LS and LT can be upgraded with a 3. One brand new addition
for is the track-focused Turbo 1LE packageâ€”an add-on for the 2. It bundles a track-tuned

suspension, enlarged front and rear stabilizer bars, upgraded wheels, heavier-duty brakes, and
a Track mode. Buyers of the SS trim are treated to a 6. The 6-speed manual transmission carries
over, but a speed automatic replaces the old 8-speed unit and adds launch control and line lock.
A magnetic suspension is an extra-cost option. Finally, the ZL1 tops the heap with an uprated,
supercharged version of the same 6. The magnetic suspension, giant Other standard features
on the LS include inch alloy wheels, keyless access and start, automatic climate control, and a
color instrument panel LCD display. A reversing camera is standard equipment for the Camaro.
It includes rear parking sensors, rear cross-traffic alert, blind-spot monitoring, lane-change
alert, andâ€”for coupe modelsâ€”new forward-collision alert. With the so-called pony-car wars
are as fierce as ever, it makes sense that Chevrolet wants to stay on its toes. In the Camaro,
Chevrolet dials up its remarkable styling and throws in more content and configurations.
Deliveries of the updated Camaro begin later in We'll help
f250 trailer lights not working
water pump 2001 jeep grand cherokee
97 ford expedition owners manual
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Chevrolet Camaro listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information.
Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

